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This is a collection of games that were often played during recess in one
room schoolhouses during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
Though some of these games may seem familiar to many of us have you
ever though about the origins of these classic games? The origins and uses
of these games can tell us a lot about what growing up during this period
was like.
You will notice going through these games the simplicity of many of the
activities. This is because there was not a lot of materials available to people
so children's games relied on finding creative ways to have fun!
We hope you can also get creative while encouraging activity and
movement!
- Frontenac County Schools Museum

Thank you to our Sponsors:

Duck, Duck, Goose
Type: circle game

Players: group

The origins of duck, duck, goose is fogy, but it is theorized that the original
name of the game was "duck, duck, grey duck." This theory speculates that
the game originated in Sweden and was called "anka anka, gråttanka" which
translates to duck duck, grey duck.

How to play:
The players sit in a circle while IT walks around the circle calling
"duck" and tapping each player on the head. After repeating "duck"
a few times while tapping players on the head, IT yells "goose"
instead while taping the chosen player. The player must jump up
and they both have to run around the circle from opposite
directions trying to beat the other to the empty spot. Whoever
doesn't make it first to the spot is IT and repeats the pattern.

Drop the Handkerchief
Type: circle game

Players: group

How to play:
This game is essentially a variation of Duck, Duck, Goose. The game begins
with all the players forming a circle. IT is on the outside of the circle with a
handkerchief in hand. IT then begins to skip around the circle singing:
I wrote a letter to my love
And on the way I dropped it.
A little doggy picked it up
And put it in his pocket.
On the last word of the chant IT drops the handkerchief and begins to run
around the circle. Whoever is sitting where the handkerchief landed must
then pick it up and race around the circle in the opposite direction. Whoever
reaches the empty place first wins. The other is now IT and the pattern
repeats.

Musical Chairs
Type: circle game

Players: group

How to play:
Arrange the chairs in a circle with the seats facing out. Having one less chair
than players. Play the music and have the players walk around the circle.
When the music stops players must sit in a chair in front of them. The one
person left standing is out. Remove a chair each round until only one player is
left sitting.

Supplies:
Device to play music from
Chairs

